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Abstract 
Refugee situations create challenging refugee situation awareness research problems. We examine these research problems 
through three inter-related questions: (1) How do actors that service refugee camps maintain camp activity awareness?; (2) How 
do camp-based refugees maintain awareness of their personal situation in the camp and their home country?; (3) How do 
nationals outside of their country maintain awareness of the situation in their country? We provide starting points to answering 
these questions via (a) field visits to refugee camps in Rwanda and Jordan and (b) emphasizing refugee GeoICT training to 
support refugee situation awareness and avenues for education and livelihood.    
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1. Introduction 
World refugee population numbers continue to grow due to various political, environmental, and conflict situations 
with world refugee population figure toping 50 million since WWII [1]. Upon leaving their country, many refugees 
are protected in camp environments of neighboring countries or live within the society of the country they have 
relocated to from their home country.  The duality of camp-based or societal relocation of refugees within another 
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country creates challenging research problems centered on refugee situation awareness – or how the various actors 
that serve refugees and the refugees themselves can maintain awareness of factors related to their own personal well-
being as well as the situation in their home country.  In this paper, we begin to examine this research problem 
through three inter-related questions: 
 
1.  How do the various actors that service and support refugee camp environments maintain awareness of various 
camp activities? 
 
2.  How do refugees themselves inside of a camp environment maintain awareness both of their personal situation in 
the camp and that of their home country? 
 
3.  How do refugees and other nationals living outside of their country maintain awareness of the situation in their 
home country? 
 
We illustrate potential starting points to examining these questions using two evidence sources.  The first are field 
visits to two refugee camps in Rwanda during fall of 2014.  Rwanda has been the recipient of over 70,000 refugees 
from the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) in the past two years [2].  The second are from a January 2105 field 
visit to the Za’atari refugee camp in Jordan and semi-structured interviews conducted with (a) a Syrian national 
living outside of Syria that provides a unique, ecologically valid perspectives on Syrian refugees both inside and 
outside of camp environments and (b) a refugee currently living in the Za’atari refugee camp. Although seemingly 
very different from one another in terms of cultural and political contexts, the Rwanda/DRC and Jordan/Syria cases 
in fact share many parallels in terms of generalizable refugee situation issues. Furthermore, they provide interesting 
comparisons with one another due to the size of the overall refugee populations (the Jordan/Syria situation is much 
larger by comparison with Rwanda/DRC) and attention each situation has gained from the international refugee 
community (the Jordan/Syria situation has gained much more attention by comparison with Rwanda/DRC). 
 
We explore these two cases closely as they pertain to the three aforementioned research questions.  In the following 
sections, we briefly outline what we mean by situation awareness to situate our discussion of the two cases. 
 
2. Situation Awareness 
 
Situation awareness (SA) is a term that is often associated with the military and has generally become to be viewed 
as the idea of knowing what is happening during a dynamic situation [3].  For example, a General being aware of 
where his army is located, what terrain they are engaging in, the status of supplies, and so forth.  The term, however, 
is also very applicable to any type of quickly evolving, dynamic situation.  For example, in the disaster management 
world, maintaining situation awareness is critical for many of the same reasons as in military contexts such as, for 
example, knowing where disaster victims are located, when relief supplies will arrive, and keeping track of changes 
in the situation itself such as weather, or even a disaster transitioning from a rapid response to a recovery [4].  The 
ideas of situation awareness are thus equally applicable in refugee situations.  Although the types of situations that 
may create a refugee crisis can operate on time scales somewhat slower than a natural disaster (weeks/months vs. 
days/hours), maintaining situation awareness is equally of life-and-death importance. 
 
2.1. Mapping Technology and Situation Awareness 
 
Our research is particularly interested in how maps can serve as the graphical embodiment of SA. As stated 
previously, SA has a long tradition with the military where maps have played a vital support tool. Modern 
humanitarian mapping technology advances such as volunteered geographic information, crisis mapping and broader 
awareness of the importance maps can play in humanitarian situations is creating exciting research opportunities for 
understanding the relationship between maps and SA [5-7]. However, despite advances, to the best of our 
knowledge, little, if any, attention has been paid to mapping and SA in refugee contexts. In the following sections, 
we discuss two case studies that can suggest a research path forward for mapping and SA in refugee contexts. 
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3. Case Study 1: The Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) and Rwanda 
 
3.1. Refugees in Rwanda   
 
Refugee situations in Rwanda and the broader Great Lakes region are quite complex and can be traced back at least 
60 years to complex, ethnically-motivated conflicts between Hutu, Tutsi and European powers [8]. In recent years, 
there has been a major influx of refugees into Rwanda due to the security situation in neighboring Democratic 
Republic of Congo (DRC) (see: [9] for background on this situation).  
 
3.2. Kigeme and Mugombwa Camp Field Visits – November 2014 
 
The lead author of this paper had the unique and rare opportunity to conduct field visits to two refugee camps 
(Kigeme – Figure 1 and Mugombwa – Figure 2) in Rwanda hosting Congolese refugees. The purpose of these visits 
was to ascertain how mapping technology was (or was not) being used in the camp and to develop insight into 
refugee SA issues. Kigeme is home to approximately 18,000 refugees [10]. Mugombwa is home to approximately 
6,800 refugees [11]. 
Figure 1: Kigeme Refugee Camp, Rwanda – November 2014 
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Figure 2: Mugombwa Refugee Camp, Rwanda – November 2014 
 
In both Rwandan camp visits, it was revealed that: 
 
x Digital mapping technology was not being utlized to support camp operations. 
x Many of the camp officals were not aware of digital mapping technology (but were interested in learning 
more about the technology). 
x Congolose refugees primarliy used SMS and phones for keeping contact with relatives back in DRC or in 
other refugee camps. 
 
Figures 3 and 4 are pictures of map products taken in the Kigeme (Figure 3) and Mugombwa (Figure 4) camps. They 
are interesting as they show how maps are used for a very specific purposes, such as the Kigeme drainage map 
shown in Figure 3 or as a general camp district reference map as shown the Mugombwa camp map (Figure 4). 
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Figure 3: Kigeme camp drainage map created by a local engineering firm. 
 
Figure 4: Mugombwa camp reference map. 
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4. Case Study 2: Syria and Jordan 
 
4.1. Refugees in Jordan 
 
The ongoing conflict in Syria had created one of the world’s largest refugee situations. Jordan in particular has 
received over 700,000 refugees as a result of the Syrian crisis and from Iraq [12]. The Syrian crisis in particular has 
led to the creation of highly populated camp situations. In the following section, we discuss a visit to the Za’atari 
refugee camp in Jordan. 
 
4.2. Za’atari Camp Field Visit – January 2015 
 
In January 2015, the lead author of this paper had a unique and rare opportunity to visit the Za’atari refugee camp in 
Jordan. Za’atari is currently home to over 80,000+ refugees [13]. The purpose of this visit was similar to the 
Rwandan camp visits - to ascertain how mapping technology was (or was not) being used in the camp and to develop 
insight into SA issues. The sheer larger size of Za’atari when compared to the Rwandan camps provided some 
interesting insights into these issues. For example, Za’atari is well mapped and spatially documented using Open 
Street Map (Figure 5). 
Figure 5: Open Street Map of Za’atari refugee camp. 
 
Additionally, the REACH initiative (http://www.reach-initiative.org/) has been providing dedicated mapping and 
GIS support to Za’atari for several years (see: [14] for good description of REACH GIS activities in Za’atari). 
Despite these innovative activities, the field visits revealed areas for future research and development focused on real 
time situation awareness and camp micro-mapping, items discussed we discuss next.  
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4.1. Situation Awareness and Camp Infrastructure Activities – UNHCR† 
 
Conversations with UNHCR planning officials and a tour around Za’atari revealed two areas for improving camp 
situation awareness in terms of how the various actors that service and support refugee camp environments maintain 
awareness of various camp activities: 
 
1. Even though Za’atari is transitioning from a crisis response to recovery, camp infrastructure is constantly 
changing. Refugees are quite innovative in terms taking charge of their situations such as moving shelters around 
(Figure 6a), and repurposing water and sanitation infrastructure for alternative or non-intended purposes (Figure 6b). 
  
Figure 6a: Refugee shelters in Za’atari Refugee Camp are constantly 
being moved around, making it difficult to keep track of where they 
are located for planning purposes. 
Figure 6b: A backed up latrine at Za’atari Refugee Camp – in this 
instance, a water line had been accidently connected to a sewage line 
causing a sanitation problem that had to manually fixed by digging up 
pipes. 
 
2. Maps become quickly outdated. This is a classic problem with any paper-based map product. This issue is 
particularly pronounced in Za’atari given the complex and dynamic nature of camp activities (Figure 7). 
 
 
† The views expressed herein are those of the author(s) and do not necessarily reflect the views of the United Nations. 
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Figure 7: Large paper maps inside a UNHCR meeting room at Za’atari camp. Maps like these are critical to camp SA but are often outdated. 
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4.2. Situation Awareness and Refugee Populations – A Syrian National Perspective 
 
The sheer complexity and number of people affected by the Syrian Civil war has created numerous avenues by 
which camp actors, Syrian nationals, and refugees themselves maintain situation awareness. The following are 
responses to a semi-structured interview conducted with a Syrian national (and co-author of this paper) living in the 
United States, supplemented with additional insights from the aforementioned Za’atari field visit, that provide 
insight into question 3 first presented in section 1 or How do refugees and other nationals living outside of their 
country maintain awareness of the situation in their home country? 
 
1. How do Syrians who are outside of Syria keep aware of what is happening in Syria? In addition to things like 
news media/social media is there something else that is unique to the Syria situation for keeping aware of what is 
happening? 
 
It is the social media and news media where Syrians who are outside of the Syrian borders get their information 
about what’s happening on the ground inside the country. The Syrian conflict divided the people into main three 
categories: 
 
1. Those who do believe in the current Syrian government and support Assad, they mainly use the Syrian regime 
media and social media that is related to the pro-Assad campaigns.  
 
2. Those who are supporting the “revolution”, does not believe at all in the Syrian government media. They get their 
information from the revolution related media (news agency, social media, accounts for well-known activist on the 
ground) beside information from family, friends or relatives who still inside.  
 
3. Those who are “gray” refuse to categories themselves within the previous two groups and deny the ideology of 
both sides of the conflict, they do use the news media and social media for keeping aware of the situations inside the 
country.  
 
2. How might the awareness vary based on geographic context – i.e., people in the United States like yourself, in 
Jordan but not in a camp, in Jordan but in a camp like Za’atari? 
 
Awareness about the situation in Syria would definitely differ based on the geographic context, Syrian diaspora 
would usually use the international news media local news media, social media (mainly: Facebook, Twitter, local 
news websites) and information from their relatives, friends or families inside the country. Most people use mobile 
applications for communicating with their families, relatives and friends (whatsup, viber, rynga etc.). Access to 
internet would decrease for example in Jordan; people in Jordan usually use the local news media, Arabic media 
and social media, beside the information coming from their relatives or friends who are still inside the country. 
Meetings of Syrian youth to discuss the situation inside the country is common. In most cases, friends or people 
coming from the same geographic area or work in the same domain would probably gather the most to discuss the 
situation, exchange ideas and think about future. There is lots of volunteering initiatives to help the Syrian people 
inside and outside of the country who also organize meetings to discuss the situation and exchange ideas and lobby 
for their initiatives (Doubarah, Mulham team, … etc.). The situation inside Za’atari refugee camp is the worst, 
internet connection almost not available for the people. Few people who have access to TV in general and news 
media specifically! People who have their relatives or family member who still in Syria are their source of 
information about what’s going on in the country on near their original neighborhoods.  
 
The following are some additional insights gained on this question from the January 2015 field visit to Za’atari. 
During the field visit, the lead author of this paper had the unique opportunity to visit a refugee home and ask a 
refugee what sources of information the refugee uses for keeping aware of what is happening back in Syria. Figure 8 
is the response to this question.   
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Figure 8:  Satellite TV inside a refugee home in Za’atari camp, Jordan (January 2015). 
 
Figure 8 shows a satellite TV station that the refugee said he uses to keep aware of what is happening back in Syria. 
 
A refugee living in Za’atari (and co-author of this paper) also provided this insight into the challenges of maintaining 
situation awareness about what is happening in Syria: 
 
When I first came to Za'atari two years ago, I felt deserted due to the lack of the means of communications, and now 
after two years in the Camp using Mobile phones and the Internet considered a key role to keep us update about 
what's going on in Syria. The infrastructure (electricity and mobile signal) is getting worse and worse. 
3. Do different information representations make a difference in helping with situation awareness – a map of events 
in Syria, images, text etc?  
Public usually do pay attention to these kind of representations, and it does make difference in helping them better 
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understand the situation. Although the conflict in Syria has played a role in educating the Syrians about the Syrian 
small cities, villages, places...etc. Arabic news media like Al Jazeera and Al Arabia are using maps, satellite 
imagery and graphics while podcasting news about the situation in Syria. Other than this news media context, the 
use of information representations is very rare. 
5. Summary and Conclusions 
The refugee camp field visits in Rwanda and Jordan revealed similarities between the two contexts that make them 
generalizable in terms of the refugee awareness ideas. For example, even though the camps have with significantly 
different populations (overall numbers, cultural backgrounds) from one another, these two or other camps have 
constant changing camp dynamics that make it difficult to maintain situation awareness – even in the case of 
Za’atari which has sophisticated GIS and mapping capabilities. Furthermore, refugee populations in these and other 
contexts struggle with maintaining situation awareness of what is happening back in their home countries. 
Additionally, both field visits revealed the need for ICT and GeoICT training to help support situation awareness. 
With the expectation of specialized groups like REACH in Za’atrai, GeoICT was quite unfamiliar to camp staff and 
refugees themselves, even though rudimentary GeoICT could greatly benefit camp management and situation 
awareness activities. Future work on emphasising on ICT and GeoICT training can not only support advancing 
research on refugee situation awareness (as per the three research questions posited at the beginning of this paper), 
but also provide new avenues for  refugee for education and livelihood (Figure 9). 
 
 
Figure 9: Refugees at Za’atari camp receiving GeoICT education (January 2015). 
 
Empowering refugees with the ability to map camp dynamics can support camp situation awareness as the refugees 
themselves could potentially help report on spatially-oriented activities happening in camps. For example, in 
January 2015, the Za’atari camp was severally impacted by the high winds and torrential rain and snow of Storm 
Huda. The storm impacted large sections of the camp population living in physically vulnerable conditions (i.e., 
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tents and semi-permanent structures). Although rapid damage assessment mapping was conducted by camp 
information management NGOs (c.f. [15]), such as activities could also be conducted by refugee themselves – 
leading to improved camp disaster management practice.  In addition to immediate practical benefits that GeoICT 
can bring to refugee awareness such as the disaster management example, longer term, this could lead to improved 
livelihood potential outside of the camps due to the professional development capabilities that GeoICT education 
can provide [16]. 
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